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QUESTION 1

What are the advantages of FSSO DC mode over polling mode? 

A. Redundancy in the collector agent. 

B. Allows transparent authentication. 

C. DC agents are not required in the AD domain controllers. 

D. Scalability 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the routing database. 

Which of the following statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. The port3 default route has the lowest metric, making it the best route. 

B. There will be eight routes active in the routing table. 

C. The port3 default has a higher distance than the port1 and port2 default routes. 

D. Both port1 and port2 default routers are active in the routing table. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about the FortiGuard services for the FortiGate is true? 

A. Antivirus signatures are downloaded locally on the FortiGate. 

B. FortiGate downloads IPS updates using UDP port 53 or 8888. 
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C. FortiAnalyzer can be configured as a local FDN to provide antivirus and IPS updates. 

D. The web filtering database is downloaded locally on the FortiGate. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following components are contained in all FortiGate units from the FG50 models and up? (Select all that
apply.) 

A. FortiASIC content processor. 

B. Hard Drive. 

C. Gigabit network interfaces. 

D. Serial console port. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

How do you configure inline SSL inspection on a firewall policy? (Choose two.) 

A. Enable one or more flow-based security profiles on the firewall policy. 

B. Enable the SSL/SSH Inspection profile on the firewall policy. 

C. Execute the inline ssl inspection CLI command. 

D. Enable one or more proxy-based security profiles on the firewall policy. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements is correct regarding URL Filtering on the FortiGate unit? 

A. The FortiGate unit can filter URLs based on patterns using text and regular expressions. 

B. The available actions for URL Filtering are Allow and Block. 

C. Multiple URL Filter lists can be added to a single Web filter profile. 

D. A FortiGuard Web Filtering Override match will override a block action in the URL filter list. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

When browsing to an internal web server using a web-mode SSL VPN bookmark, which IP address is used as the
source of the HTTP request? 

A. The FortiGate unit\\'s public IP address 

B. The FortiGate unit\\'s internal IP address 

C. The remote user\\'s virtual IP address 

D. The remote user\\'s public IP address 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following combinations of two FortiGate device configurations (side A and side B), can be used to
successfully establish an IPsec VPN between them? (choose two) 

A. Side A:main mode, remote gateway as static IP address, policy based VPN. Side B: aggressive mode, remote
Gateway as static IP address policy-based VPN. 

B. Side A:main mode, remote gateway as static IP address, policy based VPN. Side B: main mode, remote gateway as
static IP address, route-based VPN 

C. Side A:main mode, remote gateway as static IP address, policy based VPN. Side B: main mode, remote gateway as
dialup, route-based VPN. 

D. Side A: main mode, remote gateway as dialup policy based VPN, Side B: main mode, remote gateway as dialup,
policy based VPN. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following authentication methods are supported in an IPsec phase 1? (Choose two.) 

A. Asymmetric Keys 

B. CA root digital certificates 

C. RSA signature 

D. Pre-shared keys 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

How is the FortiGate password recovery process? 
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A. Interrupt boot sequence, modify the boot registry and reboot. After changing the password, reset the boot registry. 

B. Log in through the console port using the "maintainer" account within several seconds of physically power cycling the
FortiGate. 

C. Hold down the CTRL + Esc (Escape) keys during reboot, then reset the admin password. 

D. Interrupt the boot sequence and restore a configuration file for which the password has been modified. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Review the IPsec phase 2 configuration shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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Which statements are correct regarding this configuration? (Choose two.). 

A. The Phase 2 will re-key even if there is no traffic. 

B. There will be a DH exchange for each re-key. 

C. The sequence number of ESP packets received from the peer will not be checked. 

D. Quick mode selectors will default to those used in the firewall policy. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 12

Review the IPsec diagnostics output of the command diagnose vpn tunnel list shown in the exhibit. 

Which of the following statements is correct regarding this output? (Select one answer). 

A. One tunnel is rekeying. 

B. Two tunnels are rekeying. 

C. Two tunnels are up. 

D. One tunnel is up. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator observes that the port1 interface cannot be configured with an IP address. What can be the reasons for
that? (Choose three.) 

A. The interface has been configured for one-arm sniffer. 

B. The interface is a member of a virtual wire pair. 
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C. The operation mode is transparent. 

D. The interface is a member of a zone. 

E. Captive portal is enabled in the interface. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement is an advantage of using a hub and spoke IPsec VPN configuration instead of a fully-meshed set of
IPsec tunnels? 

A. Using a hub and spoke topology provides full redundancy. 

B. Using a hub and spoke topology requires fewer tunnels. 

C. Using a hub and spoke topology uses stronger encryption protocols. 

D. Using a hub and spoke topology requires more routes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A client can create a secure connection to a FortiGate device using SSL VPN in web-only mode. Which one of the
following statements is correct regarding the use of web-only mode SSL VPN? 

A. Web-only mode supports SSL version 3 only. 

B. A Fortinet-supplied plug-in is required on the web client to use web-only mode SSL VPN. 

C. Web-only mode requires the user to have a web browser that supports 64-bit cipher length. 

D. The JAVA run-time environment must be installed on the client to be able to connect to a web- only mode SSL VPN. 

Correct Answer: C 
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